Conveying information about who, what, when and where is a primary purpose of some genres of documents, typically news articles. Statistical models that capture dependencies between named entities and topics can play an important role. Although some relationships between who and where should be mentioned in such a document, no statistical topic models explicitly address in handling such information the textual interactions between a who-entity and a where-entity. This paper presents a statistical model that directly captures the dependencies between an arbitrary number of word types, such as who-entities, where-entities and topics, mentioned in each document. We show that this multitype topic model performs better at making predictions on entity networks, in which each vertex represents an entity and each edge weight represents how a pair of entities at the incident vertices is closely related, through our experiments on predictions of who-entities and links between them. We also demonstrate the scale-free property in the weighted networks of entities extracted from written mentions.
Introduction
The primary purpose of documents such as news articles that report factual events is to convey information on who, what, when and where. Statistical entity-topic models [1] capture the dependencies between the named entities, in such documents, that usually represent information on who or where and latent topics that often convey information on what. In spite of the fact that each entity type has different characteristics and so it has a different distribution, these models represent all types of entities as a single class. This paper attempts to directly capture dependencies between multiple types of entities, especially (1) who-entities, such as persons, organizations and nationalities, (2) where-entities, such as locations, geographical/social/political entities and facilities, and (3) other general words.
In this paper, we review a couple of statistical topic models: one of which is called Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [2] , and the other is its variant, SwitchLDA [1] that explicitly models entities mentioned in text. We then develop a multitype topic model that can explicitly capture dependencies between an arbitrary number of word types, such as who-entity type, where-entity type and general word type. As in [1] we take advantage of recent developments in named entity recognition to identify entities mentioned in Manuscript articles. We demonstrate that our model can predict whoentities more effectively, comparing with two other different topic models. We also exhibit that links between entities can be effectively predicted using our model. We further demonstrate the scale-free property in edge-weighted networks of entities extracted from textual data.
Related Work
Statistical topic models (e.g., [2] - [6] ) are based on the idea that documents are mixtures of topics, where a topic is a probability distribution over words. Blei et al. [2] proposed one of the topic models called Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), introducing Dirichlet priors on a multinomial distribution over topics for each document and that over words for each topic. More recently, Newman et al. [1] proposed several statistical entity-topic models, extending the LDA model. SwitchLDA is one of them. Those models attempted to capture dependencies between entities and topics, where the entities are mentioned in text; however, the models did not distinguish specific types of entities, such as who-entities and where-entities. Therefore, those models are hardly sufficient to represent factual events, each of which consists of multiple types of entities. On the other hand, our goal is to model the events that are mentioned in text. As a step towards this goal, this paper develops a multitype topic model by extending the models mentioned above to represent dependencies between an arbitrary number of word types, such as who-entity type, where-entity type and general word type. One of the objectives of this paper is to explicitly generalize multitype topic models with an arbitrary number of word types, as an extension of Newman et al.'s SwitchLDA [1] . This direction was mentioned previously [1] ; but it was never actually investigated. We demonstrated through a couple of different experiments that this generalization is especially crucial to adequately model factual events, such as where person names and location names play important roles. We also analyzed edge-weighted entity networks that are constructed using the multitype topic models.
Topic allocations over words are usually unobserved in a document collection, and so we need to infer the unknown distributions from the documents. To estimate the LDA model or its variants, Variational Bayesian inference [2] or Collapsed Variational Bayesian inference [7] can be used. Gibbs sampling method is an alternative approach to esti-mate the LDA model [5] . From a viewpoint of perplexity of the estimated models, the Gibbs sampling method works better than the others above when a sufficient number of iterations are performed [7] . Model estimation is not the main focus of this paper, and so we used the Gibbs sampling approach in this paper.
Models
In this section we describe three graphical models. We start with LDA, followed by SwitchLDA and GESwitchLDA. The LDA is a popular model that can automatically infer a set of topics from a collection of documents [2] . The SwitchLDA was modeled by extending the LDA to capture dependencies between entities and topics, and its prediction performance was shown to be stable over different corpora [1] . The third model, GESwitchLDA is our model that aims to better fit textual data with multiple types of expressions, such as of who-entities, where-entities and general words, by generalizing the SwitchLDA model. We use the LDA [2] as a baseline model for comparing with our GESwitchLDA in the experiments in Sect. 4. We also use the SwitchLDA as another baseline model.
Here we introduce the notation used in graphical models, generative processes and Gibbs sampling equations in the rest of this paper: D is the number of documents, T is the number of topics, and N d is the total number of words in document d. θ indicates a per-document topic distribution, φ a per-topic word distribution, and ψ a per-topic word type distribution. α and β are hyperparameters of Dirichlet priors, and γ is a hyperparameter of Beta or Dirichlet prior. In the case of the SwitchLDA, a tilde mark is used to denote the entity version of a variable. In the case of the GESwitchLDA, a tilde mark and a hat mark are used to denote the who-entity version and where-entity version, respectively.
LDA
To explain the differences between the three graphical models, let us start with the LDA model shown in Fig. 1 . The LDA's generative process is:
Some estimation algorithms were applied to the LDA [2] , [5] , [7] . Following [5] , we use the Gibbs sampling to estimate the LDA model. Note that the LDA does not distinguish specific types of words, and so this distinction was made at post-processing stage (i.e., outside of the model) when we made predictions about who-entities in Sect. 4.
SwitchLDA
SwitchLDA model shown in Fig. 2 was introduced in [1] , extending the LDA model. In this model, an additional binomial distribution ψ (with a Beta prior of γ) was incorporated to control the fraction of entities in topics. The generative process of the SwitchLDA is:
where x i is a binary indicator of whether word w i is an entity or not. The estimation algorithm for the SwitchLDA followed the Gibbs sampling approach, as described in [1] . Note that the SwitchLDA does not distinguish more specific types of entities, and so this distinction was made at postprocessing stage (i.e., outside of the model) when we made predictions about who-entities in Sect. 4. 
GESwitchLDA
In our GESwitchLDA model shown in Fig. 3 , we generalize the SwitchLDA to handle an arbitrary number (M) of word types, in order to achieve more flexible modeling of latent topics for type-annotated documents, in which all the word types are labeled. Therefore, instead of using binomial distribution ψ with Beta prior distribution specified by γ that were used in the SwitchLDA model, we redefine ψ as multinomial distribution over M word types with Dirichlet prior specified by γ. The multinomial distribution ψ gives the fraction of word types on a given topic, or the probability that a randomly chosen word on a given topic falls in a specific word type. The generative process of the GESwitchLDA is:
The word w and word type x are observed variables, as you can see in the graphical model representation of Fig. 3 ; however, since the topic z is a latent variable, the following have to be inferred statistically:
• θ d : distribution over topics given document d, Fig. 3 GESwitchLDA.
• ψ z : distribution over word types given topic z,
• φ x z : distribution over words given word type x and topic z.
We estimated the unknown distributions above using Gibbs sampling in an unsupervised manner, as briefly described in Appendix.
In the experiments in Sect. 4, we divided entities into two classes, who-entity and where-entity, and thus the number of word types M = 3 in this case. The GESwitchLDA's generative process when M = 3 is:
Experiments

Data Sets
Our focus is unsupervised topic modeling over typeannotated documents, in which all the word types are totally labeled, and so we assume here that the named entity tagging is already performed. For our experiments we used the TDT2 and TDT3 collections [8] , in which named entities were tagged by the BBN Identifinder [9] . They originally contained a mix of broadcast news and newswire stories. We used only the English stories in these collections, not the stories in other languages or the metadata such as pre-defined topics and categories. We used the TDT2 for training and the TDT3 for testing. Statistics for the data sets are summarized in Table 1 . We removed the 418 stopwords included in the stop list used in InQuery system [10] , and also removed words and entities that occurred in less than 10 documents.
Who-Entity Prediction
Who-entity prediction task is to fill in blanks with words For each test document, the predicted whoentities are ranked in order of likelihood, and so information retrieval evaluation metrics can be used for the evaluation for the who-entity prediction task, as described in Sect. 4.2.2.
Estimation and Prediction
We illustrate the process of the who-entity prediction in Table 2 using an example from the TDT data. The first row shows an excerpt from an article of the TDT3, with whoentities indicated by XXXXX. Middle row shows the list of actual who-entities. The bottom row shows the predicted who-entity list ordered by the likelihood computed using both words and where-entities (or using only words). For the who-entity prediction task, the three models: the LDA, the SwitchLDA and the GESwitchLDA are first trained on words, who-entities, and where-entities using the TDT2 collection. The models then make predictions about who-entities over the TDT3 collection in the following two ways:
1. using words and where-entities ("w+o"). 2. using only words ("w").
We need to set the number of topics and hyperparameters for the LDA, as well as for the SwitchLDA, and the GESwitchLDA. For all of the experiments, we set the number of topics T = 100, 200, and 300 for each of the three models. We fixed Dirichlet prior hyperparameters α = 50/T and β = 0.01, which were reported to be appropriate for various collections [6] . The other hyperparameters were empirically determined using the training data TDT2. Some examples of the topics captured by the GESwitchLDA are shown in Table 3 .
The likelihood of a who-entity in each test document is calculated by P(e|d) = t P(e|t)P(t|d), where P(e|t) is estimated during training via Gibbs sampling, and the topic mixture in the test document P(t|d) is estimated by resampling both all words and all where-entities (or by resampling only all words) using learned word distribution P(w|t) and where-entity distribution P(o|t).
Evaluation Metrics
After the model estimation, the models computed the likelihood of every possible who-entity, and then listed the whoentities in order of the likelihood. We computed MAP (mean average precision) [11] , and GMAP (geometric mean average precision) [12] , as well as average best rank and average median rank [1] . The MAP measure is given by the following equation:
where d is a set of test documents, AvgPrec(d) is given by the average precision, as below, of the predicted who-entities in each test document d.
where s is a set of ranks of predicted who-entities for a test document, r is a set of all relevant who-entities that actually appear in the test document, and Prec(r) gives the precision at a given cut-off rank r. MAP is a very well accepted evaluation criterion in information retrieval. It is also known to be stable and understandable. The GMAP measure is the geometric mean version of the MAP measure, which is given by:
GMAP prefers robustness of the prediction. The average best rank is defined as the average of the best rank of relevant who-entities, and the average median rank is the average rank of who-entities at median of relevant who-entity ranked list. 
Results
The best results for the LDA, SwitchLDA and GESwitchLDA models are shown in Table 4 . To obtain the best results, we determined through experiments that T = 300 was the best parameter for all the three models, except the case of the LDA using only words. We determined that T = 200 was the best parameter for the LDA using only words. We determined the best parametersβ =β = 0.01 for both the SwitchLDA and the GESwitchLDA, γ = 5.0 for the SwitchLDA, and γ = 4.0 for the GESwitchLDA. Given the best parameters in our experiments, our GESwitchLDA model gave the best results, in terms of both MAP and GMAP, over the other two models in the case of using both words and where-entities for prediction. In terms of MAP, the GESwitchLDA gave 2.5% improvement in this case † , comparing with the best results of the LDA model under the same condition. We further performed the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (two-tailed) to the pair of GESwitchLDA -LDA and the pair of GESwitchLDA -SwitchLDA. In terms of MAP, the resulting p-values of these pairs were less than 0.01 in the case of using both words and whereentities. It means the the performance improvement of the GESwitchLDA over both the SwitchLDA and the LDA was statistically significant, in this case. As for the case of using only words, the improvement of the GESwitchLDA over the LDA was also statistically significant at 0.01 level; however, that over the SwitchLDA was not. In terms of average best rank and average median rank, we observed that few very bad results made performance values unfairly poor. In contrast, MAP was observed to be more stable in this sense.
We also calculated likelihood of who-entities in the manner of not using resampling. In detail, we calculated † Although this value is apparently small, it is statistically significant, as described later. One possible reason for this small value is that the evaluation values were averaged all over a large number of test documents, as shown in Table 1 ; also, the predicted entities that did not appear in a document were deemed to be irrelevant even if some were closely related to the document content. the likelihood of an who-entity in each test document by P(e|d) = t P(e|t)P(t|d), where P(t|d) = w P(t|w)P(w|d) + o P(t|o)P(o|d), instead of resampling from the test document in Sect. 4.2.1. In the equation above, w and o indicate a word and a where-entity, respectively. In this manner we can predict who-entities incrementally for a given document. The results using the GESwitchLDA are shown in Table 5 . The results show that the model can predict who-entities even for incoming streams of documents, keep-ing fairly good prediction performance. Furthermore, we also applied some heuristics for name identification at preprocessing stage, such as, when only the first name of a person appears in a document, replacing it with his/her full name found by searching backward in the document. The results of the GESwitchLDA are shown in Table 6 , where the performance was improved by applying the name identification processing. 
Entity Link Prediction
Network Analysis
We first computed affinity of a pair of who-entities e i and e j by either of the following measures: affinity1 : P(e i |e j )/2 + P(e j |e i )/2 affinity2 : P(e i |e j )P(e j |e i )
where P(e i |e j ) = t P(e i |t)P(t|e j ) is estimated during training over the TDT2 collection using the GESwitchLDA model in the same manner in Sect. 4.2.1. We then listed entity pairs in order of the affinity. The affinity1 was used in [14] , and the affinity2 indicates joint probability of P(e i |e j ) and P(e j |e i ) assuming that these are independent of each other. Figure 4 shows an overview of an entity network constructed from the TDT2 collection, on the basis of the affin-ity1 of who-entities that was mentioned above. In the entity network, each vertex represents a who-entity and each edge length represents strength of affinity between a pair of entities at the incident vertices. We then analyze the properties of such networks. For this analysis, we use the affinity1 as an inter-entity affinity measure, but the affinity2 can be used alternatively. We counted how many vertices there are in the entity network for each degree when a (discrete) degree k is defined as the number of the edges that are connected to a vertex, supposing every edge is assigned equal weight one, under the condition that the corresponding inter-entity affinity P(e i |e j )/2 + P(e j |e i )/2 ≥ 0.001. The resulting degree distribution P(k) is shown in Fig. 5 (a) . We also computed degree distribution in another way, keeping edge weights that were obtained by the affinity of entities, and supposing that a (continuous) degree x is defined as the sum of the weights of the connected edges to a vertex, that is, the degree of entity e i is obtained by x(e i ) = j P(e i |e j )/2 + P(e j |e i )/2. In order to draw a density curve of the continuous degree distribution p(x), we set the number of classes to 200 and the class interval as Δ = max i x(e i )/200. As in the discrete degree distribution, we ignored the cases when inter-entity affinity P(e i |e j )/2 + P(e j |e i )/2 was less than 0.001. The resulting degree distribution is shown in Fig. 5 (b) . We can observe that each of the degree distributions plotted in Fig. 5 conforms quite well to a power-law curve (i.e., straight line on a double logarithmic scale). Therefore, it can be said that the scale-free property [13] that are often seen in realworld complex networks like social networks can be observed even from the weighted relationship between whoentities extracted from written mentions.
Link Prediction
We further carried out experiments in order to investigate the predictive power of our GESwitchLDA model for unknown entity links, comparing with the LDA and the SwitchLDA models. Following [1] , we generated two sets of who-entity pairs: (1) the true pairs that contain pairs that were never seen in any training document but were seen in test documents; and (2) false pairs that contain pairs that were never seen in any training or test document. The number of true pairs N t and false pairs N f were 104,721 and 98,977, respectively. We computed the inter-entity affinity using either the affinity1 or the affinity2, as defined in Sect. 4.3.1, over all the true pairs and false pairs, and listed the entity pairs in order of the inter-entity affinity. The evaluation results can be seen in Table 7 . We used a couple of evaluation metrics: mean average precision (MAP) at the list of entity pairs in order of the inter-entity affinity, and accuracy at the top-ranked N t predicted result. Our GESwitchLDA modestly outperformed the other two models: the LDA and the SwitchLDA, in terms of both MAP and accuracy. The affin-ity2 works slightly better than the affinity1. The maximum improvement given by GESwitchLDA was 4.03% over LDA in terms of MAP in the case using the affinity2. Some examples of the predicted entity networks are shown in Fig. 6 , where each vertex represents a who-entity and each edge length represents strength of affinity between a pair of entities at the incident vertices.
Although the networks of who-entities were discussed above, more specific social networks (i.e., person-entity networks) or mixed networks of who-entities and whereentities can also be predicted in the same manner.
Conclusions
We developed a multitype topic model, GESwitchLDA, by generalizing for an arbitrary number of word types such as words, who-entities (i.e., persons, organizations, or nationalities) and where-entities (i.e., locations, geographical/social/political entities, or facilities), in order to enable to capture dependencies between them. We compared this model with two other models on who-entity prediction task and entity link prediction task, using real data of news articles. We showed that the GESwitchLDA achieved significant improvement over the previous models in terms of some measures that are well-accepted in information retrieval research area, by distinguishing multiple types of entities: in this case, who and where.
Using this multitype topic model, entity networks can be effectively constructed from textual information. The entity networks are similar to social networks, where each vertex represents a person name; however, in the entity net-works, not only person names but also organization names or where-entities can be involved, if necessary. Moreover, the social networks are usually constructed from explicit links between persons, such as from collaborations of film actors, from coauthorships, or via a social networking service [14] . On the other hand, our entity networks are extracted from written mentions and each edge is assigned a weight that represents inter-entity affinity computed via topic modeling. Even in the weighted networks of entities, we demonstrated the scale-free property that is often seen in social networks. The multitype topic model can also be applied to other multiple types of words. For example, this model can be applied to documents that are manually or socially tagged, such as in Wikipedia. This model can also be applied to capture multiple types of entities in bio-medical articles, such as protein names, gene names and chemical compound names, even if more than two entity types are involved. In another direction of future work, we plan to extend the model to incorporate a temporal aspect of events. For entity network analysis, applying other distributional similarity metrics are left for the future work. In the equations, α and β are Dirichlet priors, and γ is another Dirichlet prior. β y corresponds to Dirichlet prior for type-y words. T , D and W y indicate the number of topics, the number of documents, and the number of vocabulary words of a specific word type y in the entire document collection, respectively. C T D td,−i indicates a count that a topic t is assigned to a document d, but not including the current assignment of z i . Similarly, C W y T w y t,−i indicates a count that a type-y word w y is assigned to a topic t, but not including the current assignment of z i .
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